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Incremental Compilation for Stratego

Our work: Static linking compilation model

Dynamic linking compilation model

Whole-program compilation model
Stratego [1] is a DSL for
program transformation
based on term rewriting with
programmable rewriting
strategies. Named rules and
strategies can be defined in
multiple modules. Multiple
definitions with the same
name are merged as different
options of the rule or strategy.
This is an extensibility
mechanism of the language. 

With a dynamic linking approach the compiler is run once for each module. This means that if
multiple modules define the same strategy, we now have duplicate classes. These classes need to
be merged (linked) at run-time. This was a case study for the Pluto incremental build system [2].

Whole program compilation takes in all relevant files with Stratego modules. It parses all and builds a single internal model
of the program. This is then used to generate a Java class for each strategy, and to generate two shared classes. 

Cost of changing one strategy: 
Full compilation

Cost of changing one strategy: 
Compiler run for one file 

Runtime cost for every strategy call
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This benchmark shows the
incremental compile times of 119
commits in a Stratego codebase of
399 files with 10,091 distinct named
strategies. The compile time of the
whole-program compiler was
93.54±5 seconds. The clean
compiler time of the incremental
compiler is 178.53 seconds. The
gain of our incremental compiler is
under 10 seconds recompilation
instead of 1.5 minutes.
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Cost of changing one strategy: 
Parse and Check one file 
Code generation for one strategy 

To achieve incremental compilation
with static linking, we split up the
compiler into a front-end and a
back-end. To wire things back
together we use the PIE
incremental build system [3]. In this
model, a change to a single
strategy definition in a single
module will result in some checks
by the incremental system and the
execution of one CheckModule task
for the strategy and one Back task
for the changed strategy.


